
Are the hinges suitable for the door?
(refer to hinge selection chart)

Ensure frame is plumb and replace 
with suitable hinges correctly aligned

Is the frame plumb?
Are the door/frame gaps correct?

Remove door and fit new hinges correctly 
spaced and aligned

Are the hinges aligned correctly?

Are the hinges spaced correctly?
(refer to hinge selection chat)

Adjust or replace door closer

Remove door and fit new hinges, correctly 
aligned

Are the hinges stiff?

Is the door scraping the floor?

Is the latch resistance strong?

Does the frame move during operation?

If hinges have been damaged, this 
may be due to incorrect specification or 

installation of door closer

If Required - Remove door and fit new 
hinges, correctly aligned

Continue with door closer check from 
“reconnect door closer arm”

Remove door and adjust frame Re-fit door with new hinges, correctly 
aligned

Lubricate hinges, taking care to remove 
excess

Remove door, plane bottom rail and refit 
door

Adjust lock/latch strike plate and lubricate 
latch if necessary

Contractor to remove door and secure 
frame, refit door

If satisfied that all is ok with door and 
hinges, continue with door closer 
check from “re-connect door arm 

closer arm”

Ensure all fixings are secure

Is there a problem with the door 
performance?

Troubleshooting Guidance
Door With Overhead Door Closer Fitted

Is the door closer correctly installed?

Replace door closer or adjust power 
size where possible

Is the door closer suitable power size 
for door?

Is there a problem with the door closer 
performance?

Seek assitance from supplier

Reposition door closer as per 
manufactuers template/

instructions.

For overhead door closer, disconnect arm

Check door and hinges before continuing with door 
closer checks

Re-connect door closer arm

Does the door move freely?

No further action required

Important Notice: 
If during the checks, remedial works 
were required, there is the potential 
that the integrity of the hinges may 

have been compromised
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Does the door closer mechanism operate freely?


